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Abstract: We introduce 3d printing, a new algorithm for generating 2d N = (0, 2)
gauge theories on D1-branes probing singular toric Calabi-Yau 4-folds using 4d N =
1 gauge theories on D3-branes probing toric Calabi-Yau 3-folds as starting points.
Equivalently, this method produces brane brick models starting from brane tilings.
3d printing represents a significant improvement with respect to previously available
tools, allowing a straightforward determination of gauge theories for geometries that
until now could only be tackled using partial resolution. We investigate the interplay
between triality, an IR equivalence between different 2d N = (0, 2) gauge theories, and
the freedom in 3d printing given an underlying Calabi-Yau 4-fold. Finally, we present
the first discussion of the consistency and reduction of brane brick models.ar
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1 Introduction
In recent years we have witnessed considerable progress in the understanding of 2d (0, 2)
gauge theories. These developments motivated a program aimed at realizing 2d (0, 2)
theories in terms of branes and, in turn, exploiting such branes configuration to study
the field theory dynamics. The engineering of 2d (0, 2) theories on the worldvolume of
D1-branes probing singular toric Calabi-Yau (CY) 4-folds was developed in [1], following
the seminal work in [2]. Brane brick models, a new class of brane configurations in
Type IIA string theory that are connected to D1-branes probing toric CY 4-folds by
T-duality, were introduced and developed in [3–5]. Brane brick models streamline the
map between gauge theory and geometry. They are analogous to brane tilings for 4d
N = 1 theories on D3-branes probing toric CY 3-folds [6–8].
This program produced numerous additional results, including: the realization of
triality [9] in terms of brane brick models [4] and geometric transitions in the mirror
CY [5], a detailed understanding of these theories in terms of mirror symmetry [5], a
field theoretic and geometric computation of the elliptic genus [10], the proposal of a
new duality for 0d N = 1 theories [11] and the development of an algebraic framework
that underlies minimally supersymmetric theories in different dimensions and unifies
their dualities [12].
There are several clear directions for further progress. On the practical front, it
is desirable to develop more efficient methods for generating brane brick models asso-
ciated to general toric singularities and, conversely, for rapidly finding the geometry
corresponding to a brane brick model. In addition, there are various formal ques-
tions regarding brane brick models, which include: developing their mathematical and
combinatorial understanding, clarifying the notions of consistency and reducibility and
connecting dualities of gauge theories in different dimensions. The purpose of this
paper is to shed light on all these issues. To do so, we will introduce 3d printing, a
method for generating 2d (0, 2) gauge theories on D1-branes probing singular toric CY
4-folds starting from 4d N = 1 gauge theories on D3-branes probing toric CY 3-folds.
In other words, this procedure generates brane brick models starting from brane tilings.
3d printing significantly generalizes orbifold reduction [13], which was an earlier step in
this direction.
Various additional advances deserve to be mentioned. Constructions of 2d (0, 2)
theories in other corners of string theory and F-theory have been presented in [14–20].
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The corresponding Green-Schwarz mechanism for anomaly cancellation was studied in
[21]. AdS3/CFT2 pairs were constructed in [22, 23]. Finally, 2d theories with exotic
SUSY were constructed in [24].
This paper is organized as follows. §2 reviews the basics of brane brick models. §3
introduces 3d printing. §4 explains how the CY4 geometry emerges from 3d printing.
The new ideas are illustrated with several explicit examples in §5. §6 investigates the
relation between 3d printing and triality, presenting a full classification of the toric
phases of Q1,1,1/Z2. §7 contains the first discussion of consistency and reduction of
brane brick models. We present our conclusions in §8. The periodic quivers for all toric
phases of Q1,1,1/Z2 are presented in an appendix.
2 Brane Brick Models
For completeness, we present here a brief review of brane brick models. We refer the
reader to [1, 3–5] for detailed presentations.
Brane brick models are obtained from D1-branes at CY4 singularities by T-duality.
A brane brick model is a Type IIA brane configuration consisting of D4-branes wrapping
a 3-torus T3 and suspended from an NS5-brane that wraps a holomorphic surface Σ
intersecting with T3 as summarized in Table 1. The holomorphic surface Σ is the zero
locus of the Newton polynomial of the CY4.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
D4 × × × · × · × · · ·
NS5 × × ———– Σ ———— · ·
Table 1: Brane brick model configuration.
Brane Brick Model Gauge Theory Periodic Quiver
Brick Gauge group Node
Oriented face Bifundamental chiral field Oriented (black) arrow
between bricks i and j from node i to node j from node i to node j
Unoriented square face Bifundamental Fermi field Unoriented (red) line
between bricks i and j between nodes i and j between nodes i and j
Edge Interaction by J- or E-term Plaquette encoding
a J- or an E-term
Table 2: Dictionary between brane brick models and 2d gauge theories.
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Brane brick models, or equivalently their dual periodic quivers, fully encode the 2d
(0, 2) quiver gauge theories on the worldvolume of D1-branes probing toric CY 4-folds.
The dictionary between the brane brick models and the gauge theories is summarized
in Table 2.
3 3d Printing
Brane brick models considerably simplify the connection between the geometry of toric
CY 4-folds and the 2d (0, 2) gauge theories living on the worldvolume of D1-branes
probing them. Every toric CY4 is in general associated to a class of brane brick models,
which are related by triality.
Given a toric CY4, there are various systematic ways of constructing a brane brick
model, i.e. a 2d (0, 2) gauge theory, associated to it. Partial resolution produces the
unknown gauge theory by embedding the desired geometry into a larger one, for which
the gauge theory is known. A standard class of starting points for partial resolution
is given by orbifolds of C4. Multiple examples of this method can be found in [1]. An
alternative approach is the fast inverse algorithm for brane brane brick models [3]. In
this case, brane brick models are constructed from phase boundaries, which are the
analogues of zig-zag paths for brane tilings. Finally, brane brick models can also be
constructed using mirror symmetry, as explained in [5].
In this section we introduce 3d printing, another algorithmic procedure, which
generates brane brick models starting from brane tilings describing the 4d N = 1
gauge theories associated to toric CY 3-folds. It significantly generalizes dimensional
reduction, orbifolding and the recently introduced orbifold reduction [13]. This method
is attractive due to its simplicity and because it provides a novel conceptual perspective
on the physics and combinatorics of brane brick models, by relating them to brane
tilings.
3.1 Dimensional Reduction
3d printing is a natural generalization of dimensional reduction for toric theories. We
thus begin with a brief review of dimensional reduction. 4d N = 1 vector and chiral
multiplets reduce to 2d (0, 2) multiplets as follows:
• 4d N = 1 vector Vi → 2d (0, 2) vector Vi + 2d (0, 2) adjoint chiral Φii
• 4d N = 1 chiral Xij → 2d (0, 2) chiral Xij + 2d (0, 2) Fermi Λij
The J-terms of the 2d theory descend from the 4d F-terms and are given by
JΛij =
∂W
∂Xij
, (3.1)
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with W the 4d superpotential. In this expression, we understand the J-terms and W
as functions of the 2d (0, 2) chiral multiplets coming from the 4d chiral multiplets.
The E-terms follow from the 4d gauge interactions, and are given by
Eij = ΦiiXij −XijΦjj . (3.2)
3.2 3d Printing CY 4-Folds
Before introducing 3d printing, it is useful to explain in general lines the relation be-
tween the toric CY3 and CY4 connected by it. The relation between the two geometries
will be discussed in detail in §4.
Recall that the toric diagram of a CY3 TCY3 is 2-dimensional and every point in
it corresponds to a (collection of) perfect matching(s) in an associated brane tiling.
3d printing turns TCY3 into the 3d toric diagram of a CY4, TCY4 , by growing a third
dimension, e.g. the z-direction, as follows. We can simultaneously take several points
in TCY3 and expand each of them into an arbitrary number of points along z with an
also arbitrary shift with respect to the x − y plane. It is important to note that any
points inside the resulting convex hull are automatically lifted, properly generating a
convex TCY4 . Figure 1 shows an example that starts from the toric diagram of the
complex cone over dP3 and lifts two points. The blue and green points give rise to two
and three points, respectively.
Figure 1: Example of lift of two points in the toric diagram of the complex cone over
dP3.
The toric diagram of of a wide class of CY4’s can be reached by this procedure.
1
1It would be interesting to characterize the class of geometries that cannot be generated by 3d
printing in its current form and, if possible, to generalize it to produce arbitrary toric CY4’s. An
interesting class of CY4’s that seems to be out of reach of 3d printing is given by those without
crepant resolutions. These are geometries for which the normalized volume of the toric diagram
cannot be obtained by a triangulation in terms of minimal tetrahedra with vertices on points in the
toric diagram. A simple example is the C4/Z2 orbifold with action (1, 1, 1, 1) [1].
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This makes it a powerful tool for studying the corresponding brane configurations and
gauge theories. It represents a significant improvement over orbifold reduction, in
which a single point in TCY3 could be expanded into the third dimension. We will
further elaborate on the connection between the two procedures in §3.6.
Even after this preliminary introduction, it becomes clear that a given CY4 can
be reached by starting from different CY3’s. Figure 2 shows an example, in which the
so-called D3 geometry [1] is obtained from C3 and the conifold. In order to simplify
the comparison, we placed the toric diagram of C3 on the x − z plane and lifted it
along the y-axis. This example will be studied in detail below. We will also discuss
additional sources of freedom in the construction, e.g. the choice of perfect matchings,
which reflects the richness of the resulting brane brick models.
Figure 2: The D3 toric diagram can be reached by lifting three points in C3 or two
points in the conifold.
3.3 3d Printing of Periodic Quivers
In this section we discuss the action of 3d printing on the gauge theory. 3d printing
can be regarded as a procedure for generating brane brick models starting from brane
tilings. In practice, it is more convenient to formulate it in terms of the dual periodic
quivers, going from a quiver on T2 for the 4d N = 1 theory2 to one on T3 for the 2d
(0, 2) theory.
2More generally, as we mention below, it might be possible to use multiple quivers related by
Seiberg duality, and hence associated to the same underlying CY3, as building blocks.
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3.3.1 Quiver Blocks
Let us first recall some basics regarding brane tilings. We refer the reader to [6] for
further details. The periodic quiver dual to a brane tiling is such that plaquettes are in
one-to-one correspondence with terms in the superpotential. A perfect matching p is a
collection of edges in a brane tiling such that every node is the endpoint of exactly one
edge in p. Equivalently, we can regard perfect matchings as collections of chiral fields
containing exactly one chiral field per plaquette in the periodic quiver, i.e. per term in
the superpotential.
The elementary building block for 3d printing is a quiver S(Q, p) on T2 × I, with
I a line interval along the vertical direction. Here Q is the periodic quiver on T2
corresponding to a 4d N = 1 gauge theory associated to a toric CY3 and p is a perfect
matching of Q. We refer to these objects as quiver blocks. S(Q, p) is constructed
from Q and p by a process that closely resembles dimensional reduction and orbifold
reduction [13], the details of which are as follows:
• On each of the two boundary T2’s, place a copy of Q but replace the chiral fields
that belong to p by Fermi fields.3 The chiral fields that remain unaffected should
now be understood as 2d chiral fields.
• Label the two copies of every 4d gauge group i in Q as i and i, depending on
which boundary of the quiver block they live on.
• For every 4d chiral field Xij in Q that is in p, add a 2d chiral field Xi,j.
• For every 4d chiral field Xij in Q that is not in p, add a 2d Fermi field Λi,j.
• For every 4d gauge group i of Q add a 2d chiral field Xi,i.
For clarity, here and in what follows, we use X to refer to 4d chiral fields and X for 2d
chiral fields.
It is useful to note the similarities between this construction and dimensional re-
duction. The Xi,j and Λi,j are analogous to, and in the appropriate cases correspond
to, the 2d chiral and Fermi fields that a 4d chiral field reduces to. Similarly, the Xi,i
are related to the 2d chiral fields in the dimensional reduction of a 4d vector multiplet.
Figure 3 shows examples of quiver blocks for C3 and the conifold. When repre-
senting 2d (0, 2) quivers, every node correspond to a U(Ni) gauge group, black arrows
correspond to chiral fields and red lines correspond to Fermi fields. Fermi lines are
unoriented due to the Λa ↔ Λa symmetry of 2d (0, 2) theories.
3In the explicit examples that follow, identifying the perfect matching using for constructing each
quiver block is hence straightforward. It simply corresponds to the Fermi fields on the T2 boundaries.
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(b)
Figure 3: Examples of quiver blocks for: a) C3 and b) the conifold.
3.3.2 Building the Third Dimension of the Periodic Quiver
We include one quiver block S(Q, p) for every image of the point TCY3 associated to p
that we want to generate. In order to give rise to an image along the positive z direction,
the quiver block must be oriented as in the examples in Figure 3, namely with the i
nodes at the top and the i nodes at the bottom. We refer to such a configuration as a
(+) quiver block. Conversely, to generate an image in the negative z direction, we flip
the vertical orientation of the quiver block, putting the i layer on top of the i one. We
call this a (−) quiver block.
It is well known that, generically, multiple perfect matching can correspond to
the same point in a TCY3 . Thus, quiver blocks for different perfect matchings can be
simultaneously used to generate various images along z of the same point in the original
toric diagram.
In what follows, we will restrict to quiver blocks coming from a single periodic
quiver Q. It would be interesting to determine if, and if so under what conditions, it
is possible to combine quiver blocks associated to different quivers related by Seiberg
duality. We leave this question for future investigation.
The quiver blocks are stacked along the z direction and glued along their bound-
aries. The first and last boundaries are also identified. This process generates the
periodic quiver on T3 associated to the desired CY4 as follows:
• Identify overlapping nodes.
• Identify overlapping pairs of chiral or Fermi fields.
• Delete overlapping chiral-Fermi pairs, since they correspond to massive pairs of
fields.
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The order in which the quiver blocks are stacked along the z direction is arbitrary.
Generically, each ordering gives rise to a different brane brick model, i.e. a different
2d (0, 2) gauge theory, associated to the same CY4. All such theories are related by
sequences of trialities. An extremely rich combinatorics arises as a result of both the
ordering and the freedom in choosing different sets of perfect matchings for lifting
the same points in the toric diagram. This freedom was studied in [13] in the far more
restricted context of orbifold reduction, which uses a single perfect matching and where
the only freedom is the relative ordering of the (+) and (−) quiver blocks.
Figure 4 is a schematic illustration of two possible orderings in an example involving
two perfect matchings p and q. Let us denote kp,± and kq,± the numbers of quiver blocks
with a given sign for each of these perfect matchings. In this case, kp,+ = 3 and kp,− = 1
and the corresponding quiver blocks are represented by blue boxes. Similarly, kq,+ = 1
and kq,− = 1 and its quiver blocks are shown in green. If p and q come from different
points in TCY3 , p would generate three new points in the positive z direction and one
point in the negative z direction. Similarly, q would give rise to one point above the
plane and one point below the plane. If, instead, p and q correspond to the same point
in the original toric diagram, this configuration would generate kp,+ + kq,+ = 4 points
over the original point and kp,− + kq,− = 2 below it. In §4 and §7 we will explain that,
in order to generate reduced, i.e. consistent, brane brick models we can at most use
two different perfect matchings for a single point and the corresponding quiver blocks
must have different signs.
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
- 
- 
+ 
x 
y 
z 
Figure 4: Two possible arrangements along the z direction of quiver blocks associated
to the a pair of perfect matchings leading to the same CY4.
The alert reader may notice that 3d printing, as just explained, can sometimes
give rise to a number of gauge groups that is larger than the expected one, which is
equal to the normalized volume of the toric diagram. This is never the case for orbifold
reduction [13]. We will revisit this issue in §7, where we will discuss its relation to
reducibility and how to deal with it. Until then, we will consider examples in which
this phenomenon does not arise.
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3.4 Anomaly Cancellation
In this section we show that theories constructed via 3d printing are automatically free
of non-abelian gauge anomalies.4
Let us first consider general 2d (0, 2) quivers. We denote nχij the number of chiral
arrows from node i to node j, nFij the number of Fermi lines between i and j, and
a
χ/F
i the number of adjoint chiral/Fermi lines attached to node i. The cancellation of
SU(N)2i anomalies takes the form∑
j 6=i
(
nχjiNj + n
χ
ijNj − nFijNj
)
+ 2(aχi − aFi )Ni = 2Ni . (3.3)
Let us focus on the case in which the ranks of all gauge groups are equal, namely
Ni = N , which arises when a CY4 is probed with a stack of N regular D1-branes. In
this case, (3.3) reduces to
nχi − nFi = 2 , (3.4)
where nχi and n
F
i are the total number of incoming plus outgoing chiral and the number
of Fermi fields at node i, respectively
We are now ready to prove the cancellation of non-abelian anomalies in 3d printed
theories. Consider an arbitrary quiver block S(Q, p). In order to keep track of anoma-
lies, it is convenient to assign chiral (Fermi) fields that lie on a boundary T2 a weight
w equal to 1
2
(−1
2
)
. We introduce semi-integer weights in order to split the contri-
butions of such fields to the anomaly between adjacent quiver blocks. Similarly, we
assign weights 1 (−1) to chiral (Fermi) fields in the bulk of the quiver block. Figure
5 shows that the 2d descendants of an outgoing 4d chiral field Xij ∈ Q contribute a
net weight −1
2
at a node i. Analogously, Figure 6 shows that the 2d descendants of an
incoming 4d chiral field Xki contribute a net weight 12 . Since anomaly cancellation in
4d quivers requires an equal number of incoming and outgoing arrows at every node,
the total contribution of all descendants of 4d chiral fields vanishes. Therefore, the only
non-vanishing contribution to the net weight comes from 2d chiral fields Xi,i. Denoting
by Fi the set of all 2d fields charged under the gauge group i, we have∑
s∈Fi
ws = 1 , (3.5)
for every node i. A similar argument shows that the same equation is satisfied by all i
nodes.
4Theories on D1-branes at singularities might have non-vanishing abelian gauge anomalies. We
expect they are cancelled via interactions with bulk RR fields, as shown in [25] for orbifolds of C4.
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ii
i
1/2
1/2
−1
(a)
i
i
i
−1/2
−1/2
1
(b)
Figure 5: 2d descendants of an outgoing 4d chiral field at node i that: a) is not in p
and b) is in p. In both cases the net anomaly weight is −1
2
at node i and 1
2
at node i.
i
i
i
1/2
1/2
−1
(a)
i
i
i
−1/2
−1/2
1
(b)
Figure 6: 2d descendants of an incoming 4d chiral field at node i that: a) is not in p
and b) is in p. In both cases the net anomaly weight is 1
2
at node i and −1
2
at node i.
Next, let us consider what happens when gluing two quiver blocks S(Q, p) and
S(Q, q) along their boundaries. Then, a node a on the boundary of S(Q, p) becomes
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identified with a node b on the boundary of S(Q, q). Summing the contributions of the
form (3.5) for a and b, we obtain∑
r∈Fa
wr +
∑
s∈Fb
ws = 2 . (3.6)
This equation is independent of the relative orientation in the z direction of the two
quiver blocks, i.e. its valid for (+,+), (−,−) and (+,−) pairs.
The weights in the previous discussion precisely give rise to the contribution to
anomalies of all fields. In particular, whenever two copies of 2d chiral or Fermi fields
overlap on a glued boundary, we obtain the corresponding integer contributions. Simi-
larly, the contribution of an overlapping chiral-Fermi pair is zero, as expected. Equation
(3.6) is thus equivalent to the anomaly cancellation condition (3.4) for all nodes in the
quiver.
3.5 J- and E-Terms
The J- and E-terms of the 3d printed theory are encoded in terms of minimal plaquettes
of the periodic quiver. Below we provide a prescription for directly constructing them.
It closely follows dimensional reduction, which we reviewed in §3.1.
As we explained earlier, for a quiver block S(Q, p) every 4d chiral field Xij that is
not in p gives rise to two 2d chiral fields Xi,j and Xi,j, and one 2d Fermi field Λi,j. If,
instead, Xij is in p, it gives rise to two 2d Fermi fields Λi,j and Λi,j, and one 2d chiral
field Xij.
The J-terms for the Fermi fields in S(Q, p) are given by generalizing (3.1) as follows:
• J-term of Λi,j:
JΛi,j =
∂W
∂Xi,j
. (3.7)
• J-term of Λi,j:
JΛi,j =
∂W
∂Xi,j
. (3.8)
• For the J-terms of Λi,j, every monomial in the superpotential W containing the
4d chiral field Xij gives rise to a plaquette that has the general form
ΛijAjkPklBli , (3.9)
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where Ajk and Bli are monomials in 2d chiral fields, each of them living on a
different boundary of the quiver block. Pkl is a 2d chiral field connecting the two
boundaries, which descends from the single 4d chiral field in this superpotential
term that is contained in p. The toric condition on W implies that there are two
plaquettes of the form (3.9), leading to
JΛij = AjkPklBli − A˜jkP˜klB˜li . (3.10)
The E-terms are similarly given by a generalization of (3.2). We obtain:
• E-term for Λi,j:
EΛi,j = s(Xi,iXi,j −Xi,jXj,j) , (3.11)
where the sign s is +1 for (+) blocks and −1 for (−) blocks.
• For the Fermi fields on the boundaries of the quiver blocks, Λi,j and Λi,j, we get
a single contribution to the E-terms of the form
EΛi,j = sXi,iXi,j (3.12)
EΛi,j = −sXi,jXj,j (3.13)
The second monomials in these E-terms come from the adjacent quiver blocks.
The previous contributions to J- and E-terms are identified or combined when two
quiver blocks S(Q, p) and S(Q, q) are glued. If a 4d chiral field is in precisely one of p
and q, then a Fermi and a chiral descendants of the same field overlap on the boundary.
This results in a new minimal plaquette and we assign to it a sign that is opposite to
the existing one. This new plaquette makes this chiral-Fermi pair massive.
It is straight forward but lengthy, to show that with these prescriptions for J- and
E-terms the condition ∑
a
JaEa = 0 , (3.14)
where a runs over all Fermis, is satisfied. This condition is required by supersymmetry.
To illustrate the previous discussion, we now present the contributions to J- and
E-terms for the quiver block examples in Figure 3. For the C3 quiver block, we get
J E
Λ1,1 : X1,1Y1,1 − Y1,1X1,1 Z1,1D1,1
Λ
(1)
1,1
: Y1,1D1,1 − D1,1Y1,1 Z1,1X1,1 − X1,1Z1,1
Λ
(2)
1,1
: D1,1X1,1 − X1,1D1,1 Z1,1Y1,1 − Y1,1Z1,1
Λ1,1 : X1,1Y1,1 − Y1,1X1,1 − D1,1Z1,1
(3.15)
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Similarly, for the conifold quiver block, we have
J E
Λ
(1)
1,2
: X2,1Y1,2Y2,1 − Y2,1Y1,2X2,1 Z1,1X1,2 − X1,2Z2,2
Λ
(2)
1,2
: Y2,1X1,2X2,1 − X2,1X1,2Y2,1 Z1,1Y1,2 − Y1,2Z2,2
Λ2,1 : X1,2X2,1Y1,2 − Y1,2X2,1X1,2 Z2,2Y2,1
Λ2,1 : Y1,2Y2,1X1,2 − X1,2Y2,1Y1,2 Z2,2X2,1 − X2,1Z1,1
Λ2,1 : X1,2X2,1Y1,2 − Y1,2X2,1X1,2 − Y2,1Z1,1
(3.16)
3.6 Relation to Orbifold Reduction
3d printing considerably supersedes orbifold reduction, which was introduced in [13] as
a generalization of both dimensional reduction and orbifolding. Figure 7 illustrates the
effect of these three operations on a toric diagram.
k+= 2 
k-= 1 
k = 2 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7: Toric diagrams for: a) the dimensional reduction of dP3 to dP3 × C, b) a
(dP3 ×C)/Zk orbifold with k = 2 and c) an orbifold reduction of dP3 with k+ = 2 and
k− = 1.
Below we briefly explain how all these operations are special cases within the frame-
work of 3d printing.
• Dimensional reduction. Using a single quiver block S(Q, p) we generate a
periodic quiver associated to the 2d (2, 2) gauge theory that corresponds to CY4 =
CY3 × C. The result is independent of the perfect matching p used for the lift.
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• Orbifolding. Using k copies of the same quiver block S(Q, p), we generate the
periodic quiver for an orbifold of the form CY4 = (CY3 × C)/Zk.
• Orbifold reduction. This process uses k+ copies of a quiver block S(Q, p) with
(+) orientation and k− copies of it with (−) orientation.
It is important to emphasize that both orbifolding and orbifold reduction employ multi-
ple copies of a single quiver block S(Q, p). 3d printing is far more general. In particular,
it can lead to the same lifts of a point in TCY3 , but using multiple perfect matchings
associated to it.5 In addition, 3d printing makes it possible to lift several points in
TCY3 .
4 3d Printing and Geometry
In this section we explain how 3d printing gives rise to the desired toric diagram. We
do so in terms of brick matchings, which are the generalizations of perfect matchings
to brane brick models. We refer the reader to [3] for a detailed presentation of these
objects and their properties.
In order to provide a combinatorial definition of brick matchings, it is useful to
complete Ja- and Ea-terms into pairs of gauge invariant plaquettes by including the
corresponding Fermi fields, i.e. by appropriately multiplying them by either Λa or Λ¯a.
Brick matchings are defined such that for every Fermi field Λa, the chiral fields in the
brick matching cover either each of the two Ja-term plaquettes or each of the two Ea-
term plaquettes exactly once. Brick matchings also contain Fermi fields, but they are
not important for our discussion.
Brick matchings map to points in the CY4 toric diagram (as usual, this map can be
many to one), turning the determination of the geometry associated to a gauge theory
into a combinatorial problem. The position of a brick matching in TCY4 is given by the
net intersection number between the corresponding faces in the brane brick model and
the edges of the unit cell, counted with orientation [3]. Equivalently, it is given by the
chiral arrows in the dual periodic quiver that sit along the edges of the unit cell, again
considered with orientations.
We will now discuss how the toric diagram is lifted via 3d printing. More concretely,
we will explain how certain brick matchings originate from the perfect matchings used
for the lift. For simplicity, let us assume that a single point in TCY3 is lifted; extending
the discussion to the general case in which multiple points are lifted is straightforward.
5In general, brane brick model obtained by lifting multiple perfect matchings for the same point
need to be reduced at a final stage. This can be done systematically as explained in §7.
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For the arguments in this section, it is convenient to label gauge groups in the 2d gauge
theory using a pair of indices (i,m), where i runs over nodes in the 4d quiver and m
runs over quiver blocks.
Let us first consider the case in which a point is lifted using a single perfect matching
p. From p, we can construct a brick matching q0, given by
q0 = ∪ni=1q(m) , (4.1)
where q(m) denotes the chiral field content within the quiver block m. For a (+) block
it is given by
q(m) = {X(i,m+1)(j,m)|Xij ∈ p} , (4.2)
while for a (−) block it is given by
q(m) = {X(i,m)(j,m+1)|Xij ∈ p} . (4.3)
It is straightforward to verify that q0 is indeed a brick matching. It covers every E-term
of Fermi fields descending from 4d chiral fields in p and every J-term from the other
Fermi fields. Notice that this type of brick matching does not contain any vertical
chiral X(i,m)(i,m±1), where the signs are those of the quiver blocks. According to the
prescription discussed above for determining the positions of brick matchings in the
toric diagram, this fact implies that q0 is not lifted, i.e. it remains on the original TCY3 .
From the previous discussion, it becomes clear that in order to construct brick
matchings for the lifted points it is necessary to include vertical chiral fields. Let
us denote B(+) and B(−) the sets of (+) and (−) blocks for the perfect matching p,
respectively. The brick matching that descend from p and have maximum and minimum
vertical coordinates in TCY4 are given by
qmax = (∪m∈B(+){X(i,m)(i,m+1)}) ∪ (∪n∈B(−)q(n))
qmin = (∪n∈B(−){X(i,m+1)(i,m)}) ∪ (∪n∈B(+)q(n))
(4.4)
with the q(n) defined as in (4.2) and (4.3). Similarly, generalizing (4.4) to include
vertical chiral fields in n+ of the (+) blocks and n− of the (−) blocks, we obtain brick
matchings with n+ − n− vertical displacement. In fact q0 is the n+ = n− = 0 case of
this construction. These arguments extend to the case in which multiple points in the
original toric diagram are lifted.
In general, the brick matchings we have just described are not all the brick match-
ings of the resulting theory, but they contain all the ones corresponding to the corners
of TCY4 .
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Inconsistent 3d Printing. So far, we have restricted to a single perfect matching
per lifted point. Let us consider what happens if we use multiple perfect matchings
associated to the same point of the original toric diagram. If two or more perfect
matchings from the same point are used on quiver blocks with the same sign, it is easy
to check that naively applying (4.4) we do not obtain brick matchings. This is a first
indication of a pathology. In this case the points are not actually lifted by the expected
amount, we end up with multiple brick matchings on some corners of TCY4 and the
resulting brane brick model is reducible. Reducibility or, equivalently, inconsistency of
brane brick models and how to fix it will be the subject of §7. There is no problem,
however, with using two different perfect matchings corresponding to the same point
if the corresponding quiver blocks have different signs. Of course, we can use more
perfect matchings and reduce the brane brick model at the final stage.
5 Examples
In this section we present various explicit examples of 3d printing. The primary objec-
tive is by no means to expand the catalogue of known examples, since plenty of them
are already available in the literature (see e.g. [1, 3–5, 10, 13]). Our goal is to present
examples that illustrate special features of 3d printing and the new types of geometries
it can handle. We focus on models constructed using C3 and conifold quiver blocks.
In all cases, after determining the gauge theory we verify that it indeed corresponds to
the desired CY4 using fast forward algorithm introduced in [3].
5.1 Models from C3 Quiver Blocks
Let us first consider models constructed from C3. The corresponding 4d gauge theory
is N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and the periodic quiver and brane tiling for it were
first introduced in [6, 26]. We will focus on examples in which more than one perfect
matching are used for the lift, i.e. models that are explicitly beyond the scope of
orbifold reduction.
5.1.1 Two Perfect Matchings
Let us start from C3 and lift two corners of the toric diagram in the same direction, as
shown in Figure 8. We obtain the toric diagram for the conifold× C.
Figure 9 shows the two quiver blocks and how they are glued. The perfect matching
used for each of the quiver blocks can be identified from the Fermis on the boundaries.
We glue the quiver blocks identifying 1 and 2 (we call the resulting node 1) and 1 and
2 (which we call 2).
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We focus on models constructed using C3 and conifold quiver blocks. In all cases, after
determining the gauge theory we verify that it indeed corresponds to the desired CY4
using the techniques of [].
4.1 Models from 3 quiver blocks
Let us first consider models constructed from C3. The corresponding 4d gauge theory
is N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and the periodic quivers and brane tilings for it
were first introduced in []. We will focus on examples in which more than one perfect
matching are used for the lift, i.e. models that are explicitly beyond the scope of
orbifold reduction.
4.1.1 Two Perfect Matchings
Let us start from C3 and lift two corners of the toric diagram in the same direction, as
shown in Figure 8. We obtain the toric diagram for the conifold⇥ C.
Figure 8: The toric diagram for conifold⇥C, obtained by lifting two perfect matchings
of C3.
Figure ?? shows the two quiver blocks and how they are glued. The perfect match-
ing used for each of the quiver blocks can be identified from the Fermis on the bound-
aries. We glue the quiver blocks identifying 1 and 2 (we call the resulting node 1) and
1 and 2 (which we call 2).The J- and E-terms of the theory can be determined using
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Figure 8: The toric diagram for conifold×C, obtained by lifting two perfect matchings
of C3.
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Figure 9: 3d printing of the periodic quiver for the conifold× C using two C3 quiver
blocks corresponding to different perfect matchings. Four massive chiral-Fermi pairs
are integrated out in the last step.
The J- and E-terms of the theory can be determined using the machinery intro-
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duced in the previous section. They are:
J E
Λ
(1)
11 : Y11D11 − D11Y11 Z12X21 − X11
Λ
(2)
11 : X11Y11 − Y11X11 D11 − D12Z21
Λ
(1)
12 : X21Y11 − Y22X21 Z12D22 − D11Z12
Λ
(2)
12 : D22X21 − X21D11 Z12Y22 − Y11Z12
Λ
(1)
21 : Y11D12 − D12Y22 Z21X11 − X22Z21
Λ
(2)
21 : D12X22 − X11D12 Z21Y11 − Y22Z21
Λ
(1)
22 : Y22D22 − D22Y22 X22 − X21Z12
Λ
(2)
22 : X22Y22 − Y22X22 Z21D12 − D22
(5.1)
From the periodic quiver at the center of Figure 9 and, equivalently, the linear E-
terms in (5.1), we see that this theory has four chiral-Fermi massive pairs. Integrating
them out, we obtain the periodic quiver on the right of Figure 9, and the following J-
and E-terms:
J E
Λ
(1)
12 : X21Y11 − Y22X21 Z12Z21D12 − D12Z21Z12
Λ
(2)
12 : Z21D12X21 − X21D12Z21 Z12Y22 − Y11Z12
Λ
(1)
21 : Y11D12 − D12Y22 Z21Z12X21 − X21Z12Z21
Λ
(2)
21 : D12X21Z12 − Z12X21D12 Z21Y11 − Y22Z21
(5.2)
The theory we obtained is, as expected, the dimensional reduction of the conifold
gauge theory. This is a simple example of the kind of situation illustrated in Figure
2, in which a given 2d theory, or more generally 2d theories for the same CY4, can
be reached in multiple ways. It is quite remarkable that the same gauge theory can
be generated using different methods and starting from two substantially different 4d
parent theories: by dimensional reduction of the conifold gauge theory (a minimally
SUSY, chiral theory) or by 3d printing from N = 4 SYM (a maximally SUSY, non-
chiral theory).
5.1.2 Three Perfect Matchings
Next, let us start from C3 and lift the three corners of the toric diagram in the same
direction, as in Figure 10. We obtain the toric diagram for a geometry that is often
referred to as D3 [1].
The corresponding 3d printing of the periodic quiver is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: The t ic diagram f D3 obtained by lifting ea h of the three point in the
toric diagram of 3 up.
gauge theory from the same quiver blocks by this time lifting both the points above
the central plane.
4.2.1 Q1,1,1
As is evident by its toric diagram shown in Figure 12, Q1,1,1 can be constructed by
lifting one point from the toric diagram C up and lifting the diagonally opposite point
down. The 3d printing required to achieve this is shown in Figure 13. In this case
gluing dentifies 1 w th 3, 2 with 4, similarly 1 is identified with 1 while 2 is identified
with 4. Again it is straightforward to check that our prescription produces the correct
J and E terms which are reproduced below.
J E
⇤
(1)
14 : Y43X32X21   X43X32Y21 Z 13Y32Z+24   Z+13Y32Z 24
⇤
(2)
14 : X43Y32Y21   Y43Y32X21 Z 13X32Z+24   Z+13X32Z 24
⇤
(1)
23 : Y32Z
 
24Y43X32   X32Y21Z 13Y32 X21Z+13   Z+24X43
⇤
(2)
23 : X32X21Z
 
13Y32   Y32Z 24X43X32 Y21Z+13   Z+24Y43
⇤
(3)
23 : Y32Y21Z
+
13X32   X32Z+24Y43Y32 Z 24X43   X21Z 13
⇤
(4)
23 : X32Z
+
24X43Y32   Y32X21Z+13X32 Z 24Y43   Y21Z 13
(4.4)
4.2.2 An Alternate Gluing
Now let us consider the same same pair of quiver blocks as in the last section but glue
them as shown in Figure 14. This results in J and E terms shown below
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Figure 10: The toric diagram for D3, obtained by lifting three perfect matchings of
C3.
The J- and E-terms are:
J E
Λ
(1)
12 : X21Y11 − Z23Y32X21 Z12D22 − D13Z31Z12
Λ
(2)
12 : D22X21 − X21D13Z31 Z12Z23Y32 − Y11Z12
Λ
(1)
23 : X33Y32 − Y32X21Z12 Z23Z31D13 − D22Z23
Λ
(2)
23 : Y32D22 − Z31D13Y32 Z23X33 − X21Z12Z23
Λ
(1)
31 : Y11D13 − D13Y32Z23 Z31Z12X21 − X33Z31
Λ
(2)
31 : D13X33 − Z12X21D13 Z31Y11 − Y32Z23Z31
(5.3)
This is precisely the gauge theory for D3 originally found in [1] by partial resolution of
the C4/(Z2×Z2×Z2) orbifold. We not that this example illustrates th versatility of
3d printing, since this theory cannot be btained y dimensional reduction, orb folding
or orbifold reduction.
5.2 Models from Conifold Quiver Blocks
We will now consider models constructed out of conifold quiver blocks. The 4d N = 1
gauge theory for the conifold was introduced in [27] and its periodic quiver and brane
tiling first appeared in [6, 26]. We will consider an example in which two points in
the toric diagram are lifted in the same direction, i.e. with two (+) quiver blocks, and
another one in which the same points are lifted in opposite directions, namely with the
same quiver blocks but with (+) and (−) orientations.
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Figure 11: 3d printing of the periodic quiver for D3 using three C3 quiver blocks
corresponding to different perfect matchings. Massive chiral-Fermi pairs are integrated
out.
5.2.1 Two Perfect Matchings
Let us lift two opposite corners of the conifold toric diagram in the same direction, as
shown in Figure 12. The resulting geometry was first considered in [10], where it was
called H4.
We construct the periodic quiver using two conifold quiver blocks for the appro-
priate perfect matchings. This process is shown in Figure 13. The J- and E-terms
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(+) 
(+) 
We focus on models constructed using C3 and conifold quiver blocks. In all cases, after
determining the gauge theory we verify that it indeed corresponds to the desired CY4
using the techniques of [].
4.1 Models from 3 Quiver Blocks
Let us first consider models constructed from C3. The corresponding 4d gauge theory
is N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and the periodic quivers and brane tilings for it
were first introduced in []. We will focus on examples in which more than one perfect
matching are used for the lift, i.e. models that are explicitly beyond the scope of
orbifold reduction.
4.1.1 Two Perfect Matchings
Let us start from C3 and lift two corners of the toric diagram in the same direction, as
shown in Figure 8. We obtain the toric diagram for the conifold⇥ C.
We focus on models constructed using C3 and conifold quiver blocks. In all cases, after
determining the gauge theory we verify that it indeed corresponds to the desired CY4
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Figure 8: The toric diagram for conifold⇥C, obtained by lifting two perfect matchings
of C3.
Figure 9 shows the two quiver blocks and how they are glued. The perfect matching
used for each of the quiver blocks can be identified from the Fermis on the boundaries.
We glue the quiver blocks id ntifying 1 and 2 (we all th resulting node 1) and 1 and
2 (which we call 2).
The J- and E-terms of the theory can be determined using the machinery intro-
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Figure 12: The toric diagram f H4, obt ined by lifting two perfect matchings of the
conifold.
are:
J E
Λ14 : Y43X32X21 − X43X32Y21 Z13Z31Y14 − Y14Z42Z24
Λ
(1)
41 : Y14Y43X32Z24 − Z13X32Y21Y14 Z42X21 − X43Z31
Λ
(2)
41 : Z13X32X21Y14 − Y14X43X32Z24 Z42Y21 − Y43Z31
Λ32 : X21Y14Y43 − Y21Y14X43 Z31Z13X32 − X32Z24Z42
Λ
(1)
23 : Z31Y14Y43X32 − X32Y21Y14Z42 Z24X43 − X21Z13
Λ
(2)
23 : X32X21Y14Z42 − Z31Y14X43X32 Z24Y43 − Y21Z13
(5.4)
There are three Fermis between nodes 1 and 4, and three between 2 and 3. Given
the Λ↔ Λ¯ symmetry of 2d (0, 2) theories, it is possible to orient all Fermis connecting
each pair of nodes in the same direction. Instead of doing this, we choose to make
the orientation of the parent 4d chiral fields manifest. Moreover, given the structure
of the J- and E-terms in (5.4), there is a clear pairing of some of these Fermis, which
our notation emphasizes. Our results coincide with one of the two phases presented for
H4 in [10]. It is worth emphasizing that, as comparison between this example and [10]
illustrates, periodic quivers obtained from quiver blocks tend to be better organized
than the ones that arise from partial resolution, even though they fully agree.
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Figure 13: 3d printing of a periodic quiver for H4 using two conifold quiver blocks.
5.2.2 Q1,1,1
Let us now consider the the real cone over the 7d Sasaki-Einstein manifold Q1,1,1, which
is the homogeneous coset space
SU(2)× SU(2)× SU(2)
U(1)× U(1) (5.5)
and has a U(1)R × SU(2)3 isometry [28]. For brevity, we will refer to the full cone as
Q1,1,1. Its toric diagram can also be constructed by lifting two opposite corners of the
conifold toric diagram, but doing so in opposite directions as shown in Figure 14.
The periodic quiver is built using the same blocks employed for the theory in the
previous section, but combining them with (+) and (−) orientations in order to achieve
the desired lift of the toric diagram. This is shown in Figure 15.
The J- and E-terms are:
J E
Λ
(1)
14 : Y43X32X21 − X43X32Y21 Z−13Y32Z+24 − Z+13Y32Z−24
Λ
(2)
14 : X43Y32Y21 − Y43Y32X21 Z−13X32Z+24 − Z+13X32Z−24
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(+) 
(-) 
We focus on models constructed using C3 and conifold quiver blocks. In all cases, after
determining the gauge theory we verify that it indeed corresponds to the desired CY4
using the techniques of [].
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This is precisely the gauge theory for D3 originally found in [1] by partial resolution of
the C4/(Z2⇥Z2⇥Z2) orbifold. We note that this example illustrates the versatility of
3d printing, since this theory cannot be obtained by orbifold reduction.
4.2 Mo els from Conifold Quiver Blocks
The last section illustrated the concept of 3d printing by reproducing the known ex-
amples and thus giving us greater confidence in the correctness of the process. But all
the examples in the previous example lifted all the points in the same direction relative
to the central plane. In this section we will begin by illustrating that it is possible to
lift the points both above and below the central plane simultaneously by reproducing
the gauge theory corresponding to Q1,1,1 geometry. Then we will construct another
gauge theory from the same quiver blocks by this time lifting both the points above
the central plane.
4.2.1 Q1,1,1
As is evident by its toric diagram shown in Figure 12, Q1,1,1 can be constructed by
lifting one point from the toric diagram C up and lifting the diagonally opposite point
down. The 3d printing required to achieve this is shown in Figure 13. In this case
gluing identifies 1 with 3, 2 with 4, similarly 1 is identified with 1 while 2 is identified
with 4. Again it is straightforward to check that our prescription produces the correct
J and E terms which are reproduced below.
J E
⇤
(1)
14 : Y43X32X21   X43X32Y21 Z 13Y32Z+24   Z+13Y32Z 24
⇤
(2)
14 : X43Y32Y21   Y43Y32X21 Z 13X32Z+24   Z+13X32Z 24
⇤
(1)
23 : Y32Z
 
24Y43X32   X32Y21Z 13Y32 X21Z+13   Z+24X43
⇤
(2)
23 : X32X21Z
 
13Y32   Y32Z 24X43X32 Y21Z+13   Z+24Y43
⇤
(3)
23 : Y32Y21Z
+
13X32   X32Z+24Y43Y32 Z 24X43   X21Z 13
⇤
(4)
23 : X32Z
+
24X43Y32   Y32X21Z+13X32 Z 24Y43   Y21Z 13
(4.4)
4.2.2 An Alternate Gluing
Now let us consider the same same pair of quiver blocks as in the last section but glue
them as shown in Figure 14. This results in J and E terms shown below
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Figure 14: The toric diagram for Q1,1,1, obtained by lifting two perfect matchings of
the conifold in opposite directions.
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Figure 15: 3d printing of the periodic quiver for Q1,1,1 using two conifold quiver blocks.
Λ
(1)
23 : Y32Z
−
24Y43X32 − X32Y21Z−13Y32 X21Z+13 − Z+24X43
Λ
(2)
23 : X32X21Z
−
13Y32 − Y32Z−24X43X32 Y21Z+13 − Z+24Y43
Λ
(3)
23 : Y32Y21Z
+
13X32 − X32Z+24Y43Y32 Z−24X43 − X21Z−13
Λ
(4)
23 : X32Z
+
24X43Y32 − Y32X21Z+13X32 Z−24Y43 − Y21Z−13
(5.6)
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Our results are in perfect agreement with the previous determination of this theory
[1, 3]. As shown in [1], the full U(1)R × SU(2)3 global symmetry associated to the
isometry is not manifest at the level of the Lagrangian but emerges on the moduli
space. We note that until now, like for D3 and H4, the only tool available for finding
this gauge theory was partial resolution.
6 Toric Phases of Q1,1,1/Z2
A common feature of all models considered in §5 is that there is a single perfect matching
for every point in the toric diagrams of the parent CY3 geometries, C3 and the conifold.
This implies that there is a unique quiver block, up to orientation, for lifting any point.
In this section we consider a more general example, in which a point in the toric diagram
can be lifted using quiver blocks for different perfect matchings.
Let us consider F0, whose toric diagram is shown in Figure 16. This geometry is
associated to two toric 4d N = 1 gauge theories, which are usually designated phases 1
and 2 [29, 30].6 The central point in the toric diagram corresponds to 4 and 5 perfect
matchings for phases 1 and 2, respectively. We will lift this point in the positive and
negative directions to produce the toric diagram of Q1,1,1/Z2, as in Figure 16.
5 Toric Phases of Q1,1,1/Z2
A common feature of all models considered in §4 is that for the corresponding parent
geometries, which are C3 and the conifold, there is a single perfect matching for every
point in the toric diag am. This impli s th t there is a unique quiver block, up to
orientation, for lifting any oint. In this sec ion we consid r a m re general example,
in which a po nt in th tori diagram can be lifted usi quiver blocks for multiple
perfect matchings.
Let us consider F0, whose toric diagram is shown in Figure ??. This geometry has
two toric phases, which are u ually designated phases 1 and 2 []. The central point
in the toric diagram corr sponds to 4 and 5 perf ct matching for phases 1 and 2,
resp ctively. We w ll lift his point in the positive and negative directions to produce
t e toric diagram of Q1,1,1/Z2, as shown in Figure ??.
The perfect ma chings we use are easily determined by looking at the Fermi fields
on the boundaries of each quiver block.
So far, five toric phases have been identified for Q1,1,1/Z2 in []. Furthermore, all of
them have been shown to be related by triality. The theory we have just constructed
does not correspond to any of the known phases. It is then natural to ask whether this
theory is related to the other phases by triality. In addition, it would be interesting
to map the space of toric triality phases for this geometry. Below we address both
questions.
5.1 The Triality Web
Q1,1,1/Z2
F0
Starting with Phase A of Q1,1,1/Z2 and using triality we can obtain 14 toric phases
in total. The phases have been ordered according to the total number of F of Fermi
fields. The following table summarizes these phases. m(0,0,0) is the number of brick
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p (+) 
q (-) 
Figure 16: The toric diagram for Q1,1,1/Z2, obtained by lifting central perfect match-
ings of F0 in opposit dire tions.
Let us start from phase 2 of F0 and construct a periodic quiver for Q
1,1,1/Z2 using
quiver blocks for two different perfect matchings, as shown in Figure 17. The choice of
perfect matchings is easily determined by looking at the Fermi fields on the boundaries
6The quivers for both phases of F0 have 4 nodes. We refer to phase 2 as the one with 12 chiral
fields and phase 1 as the one with 8 chiral fields. Some references in the literature swap the names of
these two phases.
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Figure 17: 3d printing for phase D of Q1,1,1/Z2.
of each quiver block. We take one orientation to be (+) and the other one to be (−)
to achieve the desired lift. The J- and E-terms for this theory are:
J E
Λ+16 : X
+
64X
−−
41 − X−64X−+41 X+15X+52X−26 − X−15X+52X+26
Λ−16 : X
−
64X
++
41 − X+64X+−41 X+15X−52X−26 − X−15X−52X+26
Λ+17 : X
−
74X
+−
41 − X+74X−−41 X+15X+53X−37 − X−15X+53X+37
Λ−17 : X
+
74X
−+
41 − X−74X++41 X+15X−53X−37 − X−15X−53X+37
Λ+28 : X
−−
85 X
+
52 − X+−85 X−52 X+26X+64X−48 − X−26X+64X+48
Λ−28 : X
++
85 X
−
52 − X−+85 X+52 X+26X−64X−48 − X−26X−64X+48
Λ+38 : X
−+
85 X
−
53 − X−−85 X+53 X+37X+74X−48 − X−37X+74X+48
Λ−38 : X
+−
85 X
+
53 − X++85 X−53 X+37X−74X−48 − X−37X−74X+48
Λ+++45 : X
−
52X
−
26X
−
64 − X−53X−37X−74 X+48X++85 − X++41 X+15
Λ++−45 : X
−
52X
+
26X
−
64 − X−53X+37X−74 X++41 X−15 − X−48X++85
Λ+−+45 : X
+
53X
−
37X
−
74 − X−52X−26X+64 X+48X+−85 − X+−41 X+15
Λ+−−45 : X
+
53X
+
37X
−
74 − X−52X+26X+64 X+−41 X−15 − X−48X+−85
Λ−++45 : X
−
53X
−
37X
+
74 − X+52X−26X−64 X+48X−+85 − X−+41 X+15
Λ−+−45 : X
−
53X
+
37X
+
74 − X+52X+26X−64 X−+41 X−15 − X−48X−+85
Λ−−+45 : X
+
52X
−
26X
+
64 − X+53X−37X+74 X+48X−−85 − X−−41 X+15
Λ−−−45 : X
+
52X
+
26X
+
64 − X+53X+37X+74 X−−41 X−15 − X−48X−−85
(6.1)
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Until now, 5 toric phases for Q1,1,1/Z2 had been identified in the literature [4]. As
expected from having the same underlying CY4, all of them have been shown to be
related by triality. However, the theory we have just constructed, which we denote
phase D, does not correspond to any of the known phases.7 It is then natural to ask
whether this theory is related to the other phases by triality. In addition, it would be
interesting to map the space of toric triality phases for this geometry. Below we address
both questions.
6.1 The Triality Web
Let us first consider phase A [4], whose periodic quiver is shown in Figure 18. The
corresponding J- and E-terms are:
J E
Λ+15 : X
+
57X
−
73X
−
31 − X−57X−73X+31 X+12X+26X−65 − X−12X+26X+65
Λ−15 : X
+
57X
+
73X
−
31 − X−57X+73X+31 X−12X−26X+65 − X+12X−26X−65
Λ+48 : X
+
87X
−
73X
−
34 − X−87X−73X+34 X−42X+26X+68 − X+42X+26X−68
Λ−48 : X
+
87X
+
73X
−
34 − X−87X+73X+34 X+42X−26X−68 − X−42X−26X+68
Λ++32 : X
+
26X
−
68X
−
87X
−
73 − X−26X−68X−87X+73 X+31X+12 − X+34X+42
Λ+−32 : X
+
26X
+
68X
−
87X
−
73 − X−26X+68X−87X+73 X+34X−42 − X−31X+12
Λ−+32 : X
+
26X
−
68X
+
87X
−
73 − X−26X−68X+87X+73 X−34X+42 − X+31X−12
Λ−−32 : X
+
26X
+
68X
+
87X
−
73 − X−26X+68X+87X+73 X−31X−12 − X−34X−42
Λ++67 : X
+
73X
−
31X
−
12X
−
26 − X−73X−31X−12X+26 X+68X+87 − X+65X+57
Λ+−67 : X
+
73X
+
31X
−
12X
−
26 − X−73X+31X−12X+26 X+65X−57 − X−68X+87
Λ−+67 : X
+
73X
−
31X
+
12X
−
26 − X−73X−31X+12X+26 X−65X+57 − X+68X−87
Λ−−67 : X
+
73X
+
31X
+
12X
−
26 − X−73X+31X+12X+26 X−68X−87 − X−65X−57
(6.2)
We will map the web of toric phases of Q1,1,1/Z2 as follows. Starting from phase
A, we will perform triality or inverse triality on every node that results in a toric
theory, namely in a theory that is described by a periodic quiver. Those nodes are
characterized by having two incoming chiral arrows, in the case of triality, or two
outgoing chiral arrows, in the case of inverse triality. We will iterate this process on the
resulting phases after exhausting all possibilities. It is reasonable to assume that this
procedure generates all toric phases, i.e. that, up to relabeling of nodes, all toric phases
are connected in this way. It is in principle possible that some different toric phases
7In [4], a different theory was called phase D. Motivated by the general classification of Q1,1,1/Z2
phases that will be presented in the next section, we have decided to change the nomenclature.
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Figure 18: Periodic quiver for phase A of Q1,1,1/Z2.
can only be connected by a sequence of triality transformations that passes through
non-toric phases. All existing classifications of toric phases in the similar context of CY
3-folds (see e.g. [31–33]), for which the connection is through Seiberg duality, suggest
that this never occurs.
Proceeding as explained, we find 14 toric phases for this geometry, namely we
discover 9 new phases that did not appear in previous studies of Q1,1,1/Z2 [4]. We dis-
tinguish phases modulo relabeling of nodes. The periodic quivers for all these theories
are presented in Appendix §A. In Table 3 we collect some basic information charac-
terizing these theories that facilitates their comparison. The phases have been ordered
according to the total number of Fermi fields, which we denote F . For each phase,
we provide a sequence of triality transformations connecting it to phase A in the form
shown in Figure 18.8 In the “Fermi Multiplicities” column we give the multiplicity
of Fermi fields for the 8 nodes in the quiver. For example, 4 × 2 + 4 × 4 indicates
that the corresponding theory has 4 nodes with 2 Fermis and 4 nodes with 4 Fermis.
Finally, m(0,0,0) is the number of brick matchings associated to the central point in
the Q1,1,1/Z2 toric diagram (see Figure 16).
8This sequence is of course not unique.
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Name Triality Path F Fermi Multiplicities m(0,0,0)
A ? 12 4× 2 + 4× 4 10
B ? 1 12 4× 2 + 4× 4 11
C 15 16 4× 2 + 2× 4 + 2× 8 12
D 147 16 4× 2 + 2× 4 + 2× 8 13
E ? 14 16 2× 2 + 5× 4 + 1× 8 15
F ? 12 16 2× 2 + 4× 4 + 2× 6 14
G 157 20 3× 2 + 1× 4 + 2× 6 + 1× 8 + 1× 10 13
H 3 20 2× 2 + 4× 4 + 1× 8 + 1× 12 14
I 13 20 2× 2 + 3× 4 + 1× 6 + 1× 8 + 1× 10 14
J 132 24 2× 2 + 1× 4 + 2× 6 + 2× 8 + 1× 12 19
K 1572 24 2× 2 + 4× 6 + 2× 10 14
L 142 24 6× 4 + 2× 12 19
M ? 36 28 6× 4 + 2× 16 16
N 136 28 4× 4 + 4× 10 16
Table 3: Basic information regarding the 14 toric phases of Q1,1,1/Z2.
We indicate the phases that have previously appeared in [4] with a star. As antici-
pated, we have labeled theories differently. Phases A, B, E, F and M here correspond
to phases A, B, D, C and S of [4], respectively.
Finally, Table 4 summarizes how the 14 phases are interconnected by triality. In
this table, for each of the phases we consider the labeling of nodes given in Appendix
§A, i.e. the one obtained by acting on Figure 18 with the sequences of trialities in
Table 3. In each column, we indicate the phases obtained by acting with triality or
inverse triality on the corresponding node. The underline indicates phases obtained by
inverse triality while the blanks correspond to the nodes for which triality does not give
a toric phase. Some entries contain a single theory, because in those cases only triality
or inverse triality, but not both, result in a toric phase.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A B , B H H B , B B , B H H B , B
B B , A F , E I E , F C I C A , B
C B G , D H , I B G , D H , I
D C , G E C , G G , C E G , C
E F , B L F , B H J D H
F I E , B G G I B , E
G F K , G I , J D , C
H E A E I , C M I , C
I F J , G B N C , H
J G , I E G , I
K G , G G , G
L E E E E E E
M H H H H H H
N I I I I
Table 4: Triality connections between the 14 toric phases of Q1,1,1/Z2.
7 Consistency and Reduction
An important question when constructing brane brick models is whether they are con-
sistent or, equivalently, irreducible. The analogue problem for brane tilings and, more
generally, bipartite graphs on Riemann surfaces has been extensively studied (see e.g.
[34–41] and references therein). In this section we take the first steps on this issue for
brane brick models, proposing natural generalizations of the brane tiling case.
7.1 Diagnosing Reducibility
There are various equivalent criteria for identifying inconsistent, i.e. reducible, brane
tilings. Arguably one of the simplest to implement is given by the mismatch between
the number of gauge groups in the quiver and the normalized area of the corresponding
toric diagram [8]. Several explicit examples of inconsistent brane tilings can be found
in [42]. This condition generalizes straightforwardly to brane brick models: we claim
that a brane brick model is inconsistent whenever its number of gauge groups is larger
than the normalized volume of the toric diagram computed from it.
7.2 Reducing Brane Brick Models
Given an inconsistent brane brick model, it can be turned into a consistent one by
reduction. Reduction is defined as a process that reduces the number of gauge groups
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while preserving the toric diagram. Below we discuss two reduction mechanisms, which
generalize similar operations for brane tilings.
Higgsing
The first method for reduction is by higgsings that preserve the toric diagram.9 The
number of bifundamental chiral fields to be turned on in order to completely reduce the
brane brick model equals the difference between the number of gauge groups and the
volume of the toric diagram. In general, there might be multiple sets of bifundamentals
that achieve the desired reduction. Searching for such higgsings can be systematized
exploiting the correspondence between brick matchings, which corresponds to GLSM
fields, and fields in the quiver. The map between these two sets of objects is often
encoded in the so-called P -matrix [3]. It is important to emphasize that the necessary
higgsings might only become available after performing some triality transformation(s).
In §7.3.1 we will present an example illustrating this phenomenon.
Generalized Bubble Reduction
An alternative mechanism for reduction can be identified by considering the familiar
case of brane tilings. Inconsistent brane tilings can also be reduced using bubble re-
duction [43, 44]. In terms of the dual quiver, a bubble corresponds to a node with
one incoming and one outgoing bifundamental arrows. When all ranks are equal, this
corresponds to an Nf = Nc gauge group. Bubble reduction is equivalent to formally
applying Seiberg duality to such a node. The dualized node disappears, there are no
magnetic flavors and we are only left with the corresponding mesons. It is important
to remark that an inconsistent brane tiling might not exhibit explicit bubbles. In gen-
eral, it is necessary to apply Seiberg duality transformations in order to make bubbles
appear.
The previous discussion suggests how to generalize the concept of bubble to brane
brick models. In this context, a bubble corresponds to a node in the quiver that would
disappear when formally applying triality or inverse triality. We refer the reader to
[9] for the triality rules. Specifically, a bubble that disappears by acting with triality
corresponds to a node with a single incoming chiral arrow and nχout = F + 1, where
nχout and F are the numbers of outgoing chiral arrows and Fermi lines, respectively.
Similarly, a bubble that disappears by acting with inverse triality corresponds to a
node with a single outgoing chiral arrow and nχin = F + 1. Figure 19 shows the removal
of a bubble using triality. While the node associated to the bubble disappears, triality
generates mesons connecting the other nodes. It is interesting to note that exactly
9Here and in what follows, we have in mind classical higgsing.
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the same theory is obtained by higgsing the theory with a vev for the incoming chiral,
which results in the merging of the bubble node and the in node.10 The elimination of
a bubble with inverse triality is completely analogous.
in 
1 
F 1 
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exploiting the correspondence between brick matchings, which corresponds to GLSM
fields, and fields in the quiver. The map between these two sets of objects is often
encoded in the so-called P -matrix []. It is important to emphasize that the necessary
higgsings might only become available after performing some triality transformation(s).
In §?? we will present an example illustrating this phenomenon.
Generalized Bubble Reduction
An alternative mechanism for reduction can be identified by considering the familiar
case of brane tilings. Inconsistent brane tilings can also be reduced using bubble reduc-
tion []. In terms of the dual quiver, a bubble corresponds to a node with one incoming
and one outgoing bifundamental arrows. When all ranks are equal, this corresponds to
an Nf = Nc gauge group. Bubble reduction is equivalent to formally applying Seiberg
duality t such a node. The dualized node disappears, there are no magnetic flavors
and we are only left with the corresponding mesons. It is important to remark that an
inconsistent brane tiling might not exhibit explicit bubbles. In general, it is necessary
to apply Seiberg duality transformations in order to make bubbles appear.
The previous discussion suggests how to generalize the concept of bubble to brane
brick models. In this context, a bubble corresponds to a node in the quiver that would
disappear when formally applying triality or inverse triality. Specifically, a bubble that
disappears by acting with triality corresponds to a node with a single incoming chiral
arrow and n out = F + 1, where n
 
out and F are the numbers of outgoing chiral arrows
and Fermi lines, respectively. Similarly, a bubble that disappears by acting with inverse
triality corresponds to a node with a single outgoing chiral arrow and n in = F + 1.
Figure ?? shows the removal of a bubble using triality. While the node associated
to the bubble disappears, triality generates mesons connecting the other nodes. It is
interesting to note that exactly the same theory is obtained by higgsing the theory
with a vev for the incoming chiral, which results in the merging of nodes 0 and 1. The
elimination of a bubble with inverse triality is completely analogous.
• Picture for bubble reduction here.
The example we will present in §?? suggests that there can be inconsistent brane
brick models for which it is impossible to make bubbles explicit by sequences of trialities.
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Figure 19: A node with a single incoming chiral field corresponds to a bubble. Due to
anomaly cancellation, nχout = F + 1. The bubble can be removed by formal triality. We
can alternatively think of this process as giving a non-zero vev to the incoming chiral.
The example we will present in §7.3 suggests that there can be inconsistent brane
brick models for which it is impossible to make bubbles explicit by sequences of trialities.
Better understanding the conditions under which this is possible is certainly desirable
and we leave it for future work.
7.3 Reduction and 3d Printing
The previous discussion of consistency applies to general brane brick models. Let us
now focus on brane brick models constructed via 3d printing. It is clear that 3d printing
can easily give rise to theories where the number of gauge groups is larger than the
volume of the corresponding toric diagram and are hence inconsistent. This generically
happens when lifting multiple points in the toric diagram or when, as mentioned in §4,
different perfect matchings are used to lift the a point of the toric diagram in the same
direction.
Even in these cases, when combined with reduction, 3d printing provides a system-
atic approach for constructing gauge theories associated to desired toric CY 4-folds.
The procedure works as follows. First, an inconsistent brane brick model with the de-
sired toric diagram is generated using 3d printing. Finally, this brane tiling is reduced
10The reduction by higgsing discussed in the previous section is, however, a more general operation,
not restricted to this particular case.
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while preserving the toric diagram until producing a consistent theory, i.e. one with
the appropriate number of gauge groups.
7.3.1 An Example
Let us generate the toric diagram of D3 by lifting two corners of the conifold, as shown
in Figure 20. This example was previously mentioned in Figure 2, to illustrate how a
given CY4 can be obtained by lifting different CY3’s.
(+) (+) 
We focus on models constructed using C3 and conifold quiver blocks. In all cases, after
determining the gauge theory we verify that it indeed corresponds to the desired CY4
using the techniques of [].
4.1 Models from 3 Quiver Blocks
Let us first consider models constructed from C3. The corresponding 4d gauge theory
is N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and the periodic quivers and brane tilings for it
were first introduced in []. We will focus on examples in which more than one perfect
matching are used for the lift, i.e. models that are explicitly beyond the scope of
orbifold reduction.
4.1.1 Two Perfect Matchings
Let us start from C3 and lift two corners of the toric diagram in the same direction, as
shown in Figure 8. We obtain the toric diagram for the conifold⇥ C.
We focus on models constructed using C3 and conifold quiver blocks. In all cases, after
determining the gauge theory we verify that it indeed corresponds to the desired CY4
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Let us first consider models constructed from C3. The corresponding 4d gauge theory
is N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and the periodic quivers and brane tilings for it
were first introduced in []. We will focus on examples in which more than one perfect
matching are used for the lift, i.e. models that are explicitly beyond the scope of
orbifold reduction.
4.1.1 Two Perfect Matchings
Let us start from C3 and lift two corners of the toric diagram in the same direction, as
shown in Figure 8. We obtain the toric diagram for the conifold⇥ C.
Figure 8: The toric diagram for conifold⇥C, obtained by lifting two perfect matchings
of C3.
Figure ?? shows the two quiver blocks and how they are glued. The perfect match-
ing used for each of the quiver blocks can be identified from the Fermis on the bound-
aries. We glue the quiver blocks identifying 1 and 2 (we call the resulting node 1) and
1 and 2 (which we call 2).The J- and E-terms of the theory can be determined using
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Let us first consider models constructe from C3. The corresponding 4d gauge t
is N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) and the periodic quivers and brane tilings for it
were first introduced in []. We will focus on examples in which more than one perfect
matching are used for the lift, i.e. models that are explicitly beyond the scope of
orbifold reduction.
4.1.1 Two Perfect Matchings
Let us start fr m C3 and lift two corners of the toric diagram in the same direction, as
shown in Figure 8. We obtain t ric diagram for the conifold⇥ C.
Figure 8: The tori diagram for c n fold⇥C, obtain d by lift ng wo perfect matchings
of C3.
Figure ?? shows the two quiver blocks and how they are glued. The perfect match-
ing used for each of the quiver blocks can be identified from the Fermis on the bound-
aries. We glue the quiver blocks identifying 1 and 2 (we call the resulting node 1) and
1 and 2 (which we call 2).The J- and E-terms of the theory can be determined using
– 15 –
Figure 8: The toric diagram for conifold⇥C, obtained by lifting two perfect matchings
of C3.
Figure 9 shows the two quiver blocks and how they are glued. The perfect matching
used for each of the quiver blocks can be identified from the Fermis on the boundaries.
We glue the quiver blocks id ntifying 1 and 2 (we all th resulting node 1) and 1 and
2 (which we call 2).
The J- and E-terms of the theory can be determined using the machinery intro-
– 15 –
Figure 11: The toric dia ram for D3 obtained by lifting each of the three point in the
toric diagram of 3 up.
gauge theory from the same quiver blocks by this time lifting both the points above
t e central plane.
4.2.1 Q1,1,1
As is evident by its toric diagram shown in Figure 12, Q1,1,1 can be constructed by
lifting one point from the toric diagram C up and lifting the diagonally opposite point
down. The 3d printing required to achieve this is shown in Figure 13. In this case
gluing identifies 1 with 3, 2 with 4, similarly 1 is identified with 1 while 2 is identified
with 4. Again it is straightforward to check that our prescription produces the correct
J and E terms which are reproduced below.
J E
⇤
(1)
14 : Y43X32X21   X43X32Y21 Z 13Y32Z+24   Z+13Y32Z 24
⇤
(2)
14 : X43Y32Y21   Y43Y32X21 Z 13X32Z+24   Z+13X32Z 24
⇤
(1)
23 : Y32Z
 
24Y43X32   X32Y21Z 13Y32 X21Z+13   Z+24X43
⇤
(2)
23 : X32X21Z
 
13Y32   Y32Z 24X43X32 Y21Z+13   Z+24Y43
⇤
(3)
23 : Y32Y21Z
+
13X32   X32Z+24Y43Y32 Z 24X43   X21Z 13
⇤
(4)
23 : X32Z
+
24X43Y32   Y32X21Z+13X32 Z 24Y43   Y21Z 13
(4.4)
4.2.2 An Alternate Gluing
Now let us consider the same same pair of quiver blocks as in the last section but glue
them as shown in Figure 14. This results in J and E terms shown below
– 19 –
1 
p3 
p5 
p2 
p4 
p6 
Figure 20: The toric diagram for D3, obtained by lifting two perfect matchings of the
conifold.
Figure 21 shows the periodic quiver obtained via the corresponding 3d printing.
The J- d E- terms are:
J E
Λ14 : Y43X32X23Z31 − Z42X23X32Y21 Z13Y34 − Y12Z24
Λ
(1)
23 : Y34Y43X32 − X32Y21Y12 Z24Z42X23 − X23Z31Z13
Λ
(2)
23 : X32X23Z31Y12 − Y34Z42X23X32 Z24Y43 − Y21Z13
Λ
(1)
32 : X23Y34Y43 − Y21Y12X23 Z31Z13X32 − X32Z24Z42
Λ
(2)
32 : Y21Z13X32X23 − X23X32Z24Y43 Z31Y12 − Y34Z42
Λ41 : Z13X32X23Y34 − Y12X23X32Z24 Z42Y21 − Y43Z31
(7.1)
Th s theory is clearly inconsist nt and needs to be reduced, since it has 4 gauge
groups, while th normalized v lume of th D3 toric diagram is 3.
A quick inspection of the quiver reveals that it does not have any explicit bubble,
namely a node with only one incoming or one outgoing chiral arrow. Let us then
determine whether it is possible to reduce this theory by higgsing. For this, it is useful
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Figure 21: 3d printing of an inconsistent periodic quiver for D3.
to consider the P -matrix, which summarizes the map between points in chiral fields
in the quiver and brick matchings, which in turn correspond to points in the toric
diagram. It is given by
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
X23 0 0 0 1 0 0
X32 0 0 1 0 0 0
Z31 0 0 0 0 0 1
Z42 0 0 0 0 0 1
Y12 1 0 0 0 0 0
Y34 1 0 0 0 0 0
Y21 0 1 0 0 0 0
Y43 0 1 0 0 0 0
Z13 0 0 0 0 1 0
Z24 0 0 0 0 1 0
(7.2)
It is clear that it is impossible to turn a vev for any chiral field while preserving the toric
diagram. Any vev would remove a brick matching. We conclude that it is impossible
to reduce this phase by higgsing. It is worth noting that it always possible to reduce
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Figure 22: Periodic quiver obtained by performing a triality transformation on node
4 of Figure 21.
inconsistent brane tilings by higgsing, so this appears to be a novel feature of brane
brick models.
Triality and Reduction
Performing a triality transformation on node 4 of the theory in Figure 21 we obtain
another toric phase, which is described by the periodic quiver shown in Figure 22. Its
J- and E- terms are:
J E
Λ12 : X21X
+
14X43X31 − X22X21 X−14X42 − X+14X42X23X32
Λ13 : X31X
+
14X42X21 − X33X31 X−14X43 − X+14X43X32X23
Λ
(1)
23 : X32X21X
+
14X42 − X33X32 X22X23 − X23X31X+14X43
Λ
(2)
23 : X31X
+
14X43X32 − X32X22 X21X+14X42X23 − X23X33
Λ24 : X43X31X
+
14X42 − X42X22 X23X32X21X+14 − X21X−14
Λ34 : X42X21X
+
14X43 − X43X33 X32X23X31X+14 − X31X−14
(7.3)
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The P -matrix is
p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
X21 0 0 0 0 1 0
X33 0 0 0 0 1 1
X42 0 0 0 0 0 1
X22 1 1 0 0 0 0
X31 0 1 0 0 0 0
X43 1 0 0 0 0 0
X−14 0 0 1 1 0 0
X23 0 0 0 1 0 0
X32 0 0 1 0 0 0
X+14 0 0 0 0 0 0
(7.4)
Remarkably X+14 is not contained in any brick matching. The reason for this is that it
participates in both J- and E-terms of every Fermi field. Giving a non-zero vev to X+14
preserves the toric diagram and hence leads to the desired reduction. This higgsing
identifies nodes 1 and 4 and, up to a trivial relabeling of nodes, precisely gives rise
to the D3 theory presented in §5.1.2. We have thus provided two alternative ways of
systematically constructing the D3 theory: 3d printing from C3, and 3d printing from
the conifold plus reduction.
7.4 Reduction for Higher Dimensional Calabi-Yau’s
Before concluding, we would like to collect some thoughts regarding the consistency/
reducibility of quivers associated to higher dimensional CY singularities.
It was recently shown in [12], that singular CY (m + 2)-folds are associated to
graded quivers with potentials. The degree of the arrows in the quiver is an integer c,
which lies in the 0 ≤ c ≤ m range. We refer the reader to [12] for a detailed discussion
of these theories. For m = 0, 1, 2, 3, these quivers can be interpreted as minimally
supersymmetric gauge theories in d = 6, 4, 2, 0. For all m, we expect there is also a
physical interpretation in terms of the category of branes in the topological B-model
on CY (m + 2)-folds [45].
When the CY (m+ 2)-folds are toric, the full theories, namely the quivers and the
potentials, can be encoded in terms of periodic quivers on Tm+1. This construction
generalizes the known cases of m ≤ 3. Similarly, we expect the graphs dual to the
periodic quivers to be a powerful bridge between geometry and quiver theories. These
objects would generalize elliptic models for m = 0 [46], brane tilings for m = 1 [6],
brane brick models for m = 2 [3] and brane hyperbrick models for m = 3 [11].
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For general m it is natural to expect that, generalizing the m = 1 and 2 cases,
inconsistency manifests as a mismatch between the number of nodes in the quivers and
the normalized volumes of the corresponding toric diagrams.
We expect these theories can be render consistent by higgsing or bubble reduction.
Let us elaborate on what we mean as bubble reduction for general m. In [12], it was
noted that for any m, graded quivers with potentials admit order (m + 1) mutations
that coincide with the dualities of the corresponding gauge theories for m ≤ 3 (see
also [47] for related work). We envisage that bubbles correspond to nodes that would
disappear by application of these mutations. These are nodes with a single incoming
or outgoing degree 0 arrow. Degree 0 arrows generalize chiral fields to arbitrary m.
8 Conclusions and Outlook
Recently, there has been significant progress in the connection between the geometry of
toric CY 4-folds and the 2d (0, 2) gauge theories on D1-branes probing them. Milestones
include the discovery of brane brick models [3] and their understanding in terms of
mirror symmetry [5]. Another important line of progress involves methods for relating
CY 4-folds to CY 3-folds and their associated gauge theories. Orbifold reduction [13]
was the first step in this direction and the 3d printing algorithm introduced in this paper
considerably supersedes it. Such methods are certainly useful from a practical point
of view, since they are efficient tools for easily finding the gauge theories associated
to rather general CY 4-folds. More importantly, they also lead to conceptual insights
by connecting gauge theories in different dimensions, their associated CY’s and the
underlying combinatorial objects (brane tilings and brane brick models).
We presented various examples illustrating the power of 3d printing over earlier
techniques. We were able to derive gauge theories for D3, H4 and Q
1,1,1 almost effort-
lessly. Previously, these geometries could only be dealt with using the straightforward
but practically involved process of partial resolution. Similarly, we managed to generate
an unknown triality phase for Q1,1,1/Z2, which in turn motivated a full classification
of the toric triality phases for this geometry. These examples exploit the two novel
properties of 3d printing: the possibility of simultaneously lifting multiple points of
TCY3 and of using more than one perfect matching for lifting a given point.
We anticipate that one of the most important applications of 3d printing and its
generalizations will be in the context of higher dimensional CY’s. Singular CY (m+2)-
folds are associated to graded quivers (of maximum degree m) with potentials [12]. The
physical relevance of these theories is expected to be in terms of the category of branes
in the topological B-model. For toric CY (m+2)-folds, these theories are fully encoded
by periodic quivers on Tm+1 or, equivalently, the dual graphs generalizing brane tilings
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and brane brick models. Constructing such theories for m > 2 is a challenging open
question. In a forthcoming paper [48], we will introduce a substantial generalization
of 3d printing that, starting from the theories associated to a toric CYm+2 and a toric
CYm′+2, generates the quiver theory for a toric CYm+m′+3. 3d printing and its natural
generalization to higher dimensional CY’s correspond to the simple case of m′ = 0.
However, the new method for arbitrary m and m′, constructs the quiver theories for
rather general toric CY’s. It is reasonable to expect that this procedure may also give
rise to a useful algorithm for constructing fractional branes and exceptional collections
for the corresponding geometries. We refer the reader to [49–55] for discussions of the
CY 3-fold and 4-fold cases.
It would also be worth studying the combinatorics of triality, determining whether
the freedom in the initial 4d phase and lifted perfect matchings can account for all
triality duals of a 3d theory. For example, it is immediately clear that many of the
triality duals for Q1,1,1/Z2 summarized in Appendix §A can be obtained from the two
phases of F0 using different perfect matchings for 3d printing.
Finally, it would be interesting to explore whether, and if so how, 3d printing and
its generalizations are related to approaches for connecting gauge theories in different
dimensions through compactification, see e.g. [15, 56–61].
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A The Toric Phases of Q1,1,1/Z2
Here we present the periodic quivers for the 14 toric phases of Q1,1,1/Z2. The connec-
tions between these theories were discussed in §6.1.
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Table 6: Periodic quivers for the 14 toric phases of Q1,1,1/Z2.
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